We study solutions of the Bogomolny equation on R 2 × S 1 with prescribed singularities. We show that Nahm transform establishes a one-to-one correspondence between such solutions and solutions of the Hitchin equations on a punctured cylinder with the eigenvalues of the Higgs field growing at infinity in a particular manner. The moduli spaces of solutions have natural hyperkähler metrics of a novel kind. We show that these metrics describe the quantum Coulomb branch of certain N = 2 d = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories on R 3 × S 1 . The Coulomb branches of the corresponding uncompactified theories have been previously determined by E. Witten using the Mtheory fivebrane. We show that the Seiberg-Witten curves of these theories are identical to the spectral curves associated to solutions of the Bogomolny equation on R 2 × S 1 . In particular, this allows us to rederive Witten's results without recourse to the M-theory fivebrane.
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Introduction
Let X be an oriented Riemannian 3-manifold, E a unitary vector bundle on X, A a connection on E, and φ a Hermitian section of End(E). The Bogomolny equation is a nonlinear differential equation
In the case X ∼ = R 3 with the standard metric, solutions of this equation have been extensively studied from many different viewpoints (see [1] and references therein).
In [5] we studied solutions of the Bogomolny equation for rank(E) = 2 and X = R 2 × S 1 with a standard metric. The norm of the Higgs field was assumed to grow logarithmically at infinity. Such solutions were called periodic monopoles. They are topologically classified by a positive integer, the monopole charge. Using Nahm transform, we showed that there is a one-toone correspondence between periodic monopoles with charge k and solutions of rank k Hitchin equations on a cylinder with a particular asymptotic behavior. Hitchin equations are the dimensional reduction of the self-duality equation to two dimensions.
In this paper we study solutions of the Bogomolny equation on R 2 × S 1 with n points deleted. The behavior of A, φ in the neighborhood of a deleted point is that of a Dirac monopole minimally embedded in the nonabelian gauge group. The eigenvalues of the Higgs field φ are allowed to grow logarithmically at infinity. Solutions of this kind will be called periodic monopoles with n singularities. We mostly deal with the case rank(E) = 2, but we also sketch how our results can be generalized to higher rank. For rank(E) = 2 periodic monopoles with n singularities are topologically classified by a single integer k which satisfies 2k ≥ n. We call this integer the monopole charge.
There are several reasons to study periodic monopoles with singularities. First of all, their moduli spaces carry natural hyperkähler metrics of a novel kind. For example, for k = 2 and n = 4 the centered moduli space is a smooth four-dimensional hyperkähler manifold with a distinguished complex structure. As a complex manifold it is isomorphic to a blow-up of (C ×S)/Z 2 at four points, where S is an elliptic curve, and Z 2 acts by reflection on C and by a nontrivial element of Aut(S) on S. The four blown-up points
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3 are the fixed points of the Z 2 action. This complex manifold is a noncompact analogue of the Kummer surface. It can be argued that the natural hyperkähler metric on it is complete, nondegenerate, and asymptotically locally flat. For a fascinating introduction to noncompact approximations to K3 metrics see [15] .
From the physical point of view, these moduli spaces are interesting because they provide exact low-energy effective actions for N = 2 d = 4 gauge theories compactified on a circle. "Exact" here means that both perturbative and non-perturbative quantum corrections are included. While the effective action of N = 2 d = 4 gauge theories on R 4 can be computed by a variety of methods [27, 31, 21, 2] , the analogous problem on R 3 × S 1 remained intractable so far. The main reason is the necessity to sum over an infinite number of instanton contributions, including virtual BPS monopoles wrapping S 1 . In our previous paper [5] we explained how the moduli space of periodic monopoles can be used to solve this problem in the case of N = 2 Yang-Mills theory without matter. Periodic monopoles with singularities allow one to solve N = 2 gauge theories with gauge group SU(k) and matter in the fundamental representation.
Finally, studying periodic monopoles with singularities provides a new example of Nahm transform, which is a differential-geometric analogue of the Fourier-Mukai transform. The Bogomolny equation is a reduction of the self-duality equation to three dimensions. In general, Nahm transform maps a solution of the former equation into a solution of some different system of equations, which is also a reduction of the self-duality equation. The precise form of this new system of equations depends on the boundary conditions imposed on the Bogomolny equation. For example, Nahm transform takes monopoles on R 3 with finite energy to solutions of the so-called Nahm equations, which are the reduction of the self-duality equation to one dimension. Periodic monopoles without singularities are mapped to solutions of the Hitchin equations on a cylinder [5] . We will see that Nahm transform establishes a one-to-one correspondence between periodic monopoles with singularities and solutions of Hitchin equations on a cylinder with singularities.
The singularities of the Hitchin data on the cylinder are so-called tame singularities. Solutions of Hitchin equations on compact curves with such singularities were previously studied by C. Simpson [29] and others. Since Hitchin equations are conformally-invariant, one may also wish to compactify the cylinder to a P 1 by adding two points at infinity. For general k and n the
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4 singularities of the Hitchin data at the two added points are not tame. Nevertheless, it appears that the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence, if properly understood, continues to hold in this situation. It would be very interesting to understand this issue in detail.
There is one special situation (2k = n) where all four singularities of the Hitchin data on P 1 are tame. In this case the rank of the Hitchin data is k. In particular, if we want the moduli space of the Hitchin data to be the noncompact Kummer surface mentioned above, we have to set k = 2 and consider rank-two Hitchin equations on P 1 with four tame singularities. This moduli space can be reinterpreted as the centered moduli space of two periodic monopoles with four Dirac-type singularities.
Monopoles on R 3 with Dirac-type singularities have been studied in [6] , [7] , and [8] . Their moduli spaces are asymptotically locally flat hyperkähler manifolds which can be used to solve N = 4 d = 3 gauge theories with matter. The present work can be viewed as an extension of both [6] and [5] .
In this paper we explain the relation between periodic monopoles with singularities and N = 2 gauge theories, and study their Nahm transform. The properties of the moduli space will be explored in a forthcoming publication [9] .
Periodic Monopoles With Singularities
Periodic U (2) Monopoles With Singularities
In this section we give the precise definition of a periodic monopole with singularities. Let X be (R 2 × S 1 )\{p 1 , . . . , p n }, where p i , i = 1, . . . , n, are distinct points. We will parametrize S 1 by χ ∈ R/(2πZ) and z ∈ C ∼ = R 2 . Consider a U(2) bundle E on X. Its topological type is completely determined by n integers e 1 , . . . , e n , the values of the first Chern class of E on small 2-spheres surrounding the points p 1 , . . . , p n . We will assume that e i = ±1 for all i.
Let us set φ 0 (r) = −1/(2r). Let us define a U(1) connection A 0 (x) on a line bundle on R 3 \{0} by dA 0 = * dφ 0 . The first Chern class of this line bundle evaluated on a 2-sphere enclosing the origin is one.
Let φ ∞ (z, χ) = log |z| 2π be a function on M = (R 2 × S 1 )\{z = 0}. We cover M with two coordinate patches, U 0 = {arg z = π}, and U 1 = {arg z = 0}, where arg z is assumed to take values in the interval (−π, π]. Let L be a
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unitary line bundle on M with the following transition function between U 0 and U 1 :
The first Chern class of this line bundle evaluated on any 2-torus of the form |z| = const is one. We define a unitary connection on L by
The connection A ∞ satisfies dA ∞ = * dφ ∞ . A periodic monopole on E is a solution of the Bogomolny equation such that the connection and the Higgs field behave as
near the i th singularity (here r i is the distance to the i th singularity and g i (x) is a U(2)-valued function), while at infinity their behavior is given by
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Here
The integers e i will be referred to as the abelian charges of the periodic monopole. We can assume that ℓ 1 ≥ ℓ 2 without loss of generality. If ℓ 1 = ℓ 2 , we will require in addition that v 1 > v 2 . Physically, this means that for large |z| the U(2) gauge symmetry is broken to U(1) × U(1) by the Higgs field. The numbers α 1 and α 2 are not gauge-invariant: a gauge transformation may shift them by 2πm, m ∈ Z. Therefore we prefer to regard α 1,2 as taking values in R/(2πZ).
From these formulas it is easy to see that ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 is the value of the first Chern class of E on any sufficiently large 2-torus enclosing all the singularities. Since this 2-torus is homologous to the union of n small 2-spheres surrounding the singularities, it follows that
Both ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 are integers. Indeed, the eigenvalues of the Higgs field outside a sufficiently large compact region are distinct, and therefore we can define a line subbundle of E associated with the largest eigenvalue of the Higgs field. The value of its Chern class on a large 2-torus is ℓ 1 , therefore ℓ 1 must be an integer. Hence ℓ 2 is also an integer. There are also relations between the continuous parameters appearing in (3) and (6). If we denote by (z i , χ i ) the coordinates of the point p i , i = 1, . . . , n, then these relations read:
The derivation of these relations is presented in the next subsection. We define the nonabelian charge of a monopole to be
It is easy to see that k is a positive integer; in fact, since ℓ 1 ≥ ℓ 2 , it satisfies 2k ≥ n.
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The asymptotic behavior of the Higgs field is completely fixed once we specify e i , i = 1, . . . , n, and k. Let n ± be the total number of singularities with e i = ±1. By definition, n + + n − = n. The integers ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 which determine the behavior of the Higgs field at infinity can be expressed in terms of k, n + , and n − :
Periodic SO(3) Monopoles With Singularities
A closely related problem is that of SO(3) monopoles with singularities on R 2 × S 1 . These are solutions of the Bogomolny equation with traceless A and φ. The behavior of A, φ near the singularities is given by
where g i (x) are again U(2)-valued functions. The behavior at infinity is given by
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We may assume that k ∞ ≥ 0 without loss of generality. The number k ∞ is, in fact, an integer, as it measures the value of first Chern class of the eigenbundle corresponding to the positive eigenvalue of φ on a large 2-torus. The second Stiefel-Whitney class of this SO(3) bundle evaluated on a small 2-sphere surrounding the i th singularity is 1, therefore it cannot be lifted to an SU(2) bundle. The Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle evaluated on a large 2-torus is k ∞ mod 2. Since the large 2-torus is homologous to the sum of the small 2-spheres surrounding the singularities, it follows that k ∞ = n mod 2, where n is the total number of singularities. We will define the nonabelian charge of an SO(3) monopole to be (k ∞ + n)/2. In view of the above, the nonabelian charge is greater or equal than n/2.
The relation between the U(2) and SO(3) periodic monopoles is the following. If we decompose U(2) monopole fields A and φ into a trace part and a trace-free part,
then (A tr , φ tr ) and (A tf , φ tf ) separately satisfy the Bogomolny equation. It is easy to see that the behavior of (A tf , φ tf ) near the singularities is described by (12) , while their behavior at infinity is described by (15) with
Furthermore, (A tr , φ tr ) represents n periodic Dirac monopoles and therefore obeys [5] 
Here the function V (x) is given by
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where the prime means that for p = 0 the second term in the square brackets must be omitted, and γ is the Euler's constant. The equation (18) implies that µ 1 and µ 2 cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but must satisfy
There is another important relation constraining the parameters of the periodic monopole. It relates the asymptotic parameters α i , i = 1, 2, in Eq. (6) and the positions χ 1 , χ 2 , . . . , χ n of the singularities along the S 1 . Consider the holonomy of A tr along a circle |z| = R, χ = χ 0 . For R → ∞ the holonomy tends to
This follows from Eq. (6) and the choice of trivialisation specified by Eq. (2). On the other hand, it is clear from symmetry considerations that the curvature F zz constructed from A tr vanishes identically on the plane χ = χ 0 if χ 0 is the χ-coordinate of the center-of-mass of the singularities, i.e. if
By Stockes' theorem, the limiting holonomy of A tr must vanish for this value of χ 0 . This implies that
To summarize, to any U(2) periodic monopole with n singularities one can associate a U(1) periodic monopole with n singularities and an SU(2)/Z 2 = SO(3) periodic monopole with n singularities. The nonabelian charge of the SO(3) monopole is equal to the nonabelian charge of the U(2) monopole. Moreover, it is easy to see that the induced map on the moduli spaces of U(2) and SO(3) monopoles is an isometry. This basically follows from the fact that a periodic U(1) monopole is completely determined by e i , the location of the singularities, and the asymptotics of the Higgs field at infinity, and therefore it has no moduli.
We just learned that the moduli space of periodic U(2) monopoles depends only on the total number of singularities n and the nonabelian charge k, but not on the individual values of e i . If we were only interested in the moduli space, we could have set all e i to be one, for example. We prefer to keep e i arbitrary, since the Nahm transform depends on the abelian charges in a nontrivial way.
Periodic U (m) Monopoles With Singularities
One can similarly define periodic monopoles with singularities for other classical groups. As an example, we consider U(m) periodic monopoles. The asymptotic behavior of the Higgs field and the connection at infinity is given by
We may assume that ℓ 1 ≥ ℓ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ ℓ m . In addition we assume that if ℓ i = ℓ i+1 , then v i > v i+1 . The numbers ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ m must be integers for A(x) to be a well-defined connection. One way to see this is to note that since all of the eigenvalues of φ are distinct for large enough |z|, there is a welldefined splitting of E into the eigenbundles of φ, and ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ m are equal to the values of the first Chern class of these line bundles on a large 2-torus |z| = const.
The singularities at the points p 1 , . . . , p n are given by the Dirac monopole minimally embedded into the U(m) gauge group:
where e i = ±1. The first Chern class of E evaluated on a small 2-sphere surrounding the i th singularity is equal to e i . Since the first Chern class of E evaluated on a large 2-torus |z| = const is equal to ℓ 1 + . . . + ℓ m , we have the relation
We define the nonabelian charge of a monopole to be a vector (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m−1 ) with components
Clearly, the integers ℓ j are completely determined by the abelian charges e i and the nonabelian charge (k 1 , . . . , k m−1 ).
Given a periodic U(m) monopole with singularities, one can decompose its fields into a trace-free and a trace part which separately satisfy the Bogomolny equation. The trace part is completely determined by the abelian charges e i . The traceless part defines a U(m)/U(1) periodic monopole with singularities. To understand the nature of the singularities, recall that a vector bundle with the structure group U(m)/U(1) = SU(m)/Z m has a characteristic class with values in H 2 (X, Z m ) which generalizes the second Stiefel-Whitney class. This class measures the obstruction for lifting the U(m)/U(1) bundle to an SU(m) bundle. In the physics literature it is known as the t'Hooft magnetic flux. One can show that the value of the t'Hooft magnetic flux on a small 2-sphere surrounding the i th singularity is equal to e i mod m. Thus the U(m)/U(1) bundle corresponding to a U(m) monopole with singularities cannot be lifted to an SU(m) bundle. Note that for m > 2 the singularity with e i = +1 is distinct from e i = −1 even after passing to traceless fields.
Conversely, given a periodic U(m)/U(1) monopole with singularities, one can unambiguously reconstruct a periodic U(m) monopole with singularities.
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This happens because the trace part, being a periodic U(1) monopole, with singularities, is completely determined by e i and the asymptotics at infinity.
As in the case of U(2) monopoles, there are constraints between various continuous parameters appearing in (22) and (24), namely
These constraints can be derived by computing A tr and φ tr and comparing with the known expressions for a U(1) periodic monopole with singularities.
N = 2 Gauge Theories Compactified On A Circle
In this section we explain the relevance of periodic monopoles with singularities for understanding quantum properties of supersymmetric gauge theories. Chalmers and Hanany [4] were the first to realize that the metric on the moduli space of certain supersymmetric gauge theories in three dimensions is identical to the metric on the moduli space of BPS monopoles. This relation was used to great effect by many authors, notably by Hanany and Witten [14] . Later on, this relation was extended to four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theories compactified on a circle of arbitrary radius R [11, 20, 19] , and it was shown that the quantum moduli space of many interesting theories of this kind coincides with the moduli space of self-duality equations or their reductions. Thus a difficult quantum-mechanical problem can often be converted to a much simpler problem of studying the moduli space of certain partial differential equations. In particular, in the decompactification limit R → ∞ one can recover all the results of Seiberg, Witten, and others on the moduli space of four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theories. The precise form of the PDE one has to study depends on the gauge theory in question. For example, certain finite N = 2 gauge theories (the socalled quiver theories) are solved in terms of instantons on R 2 × T 2 [20, 19] . N = 2 super-Yang-Mills with gauge group SU(k) and no hypermultiplets are solved in terms of monopoles on R 2 × S 1 [5] . We will see below that
periodic monopoles with n singularities and nonabelian charge k are relevant for N = 2 SU(k) gauge theory with n massive hypermultiplets.
The Geometry Of The Coulomb Branch
Consider an N = 2 SU(k) gauge theory in a generic vacuum on the Coulomb branch, where the expectation value of the Higgs field in the vector multiplet breaks the gauge group down to its maximal torus. The low-energy effective theory is described by k − 1 abelian vector multiplets which contain k − 1 complex scalars φ, k − 1 photons A, and 2(k − 1) Mayorana fermions. Thus the moduli space of the theory is a k − 1-dimensional complex manifold. N = 2 supersymmetry requires the metric on the moduli space to be a special Kähler metric. Now consider compactifying the theory on a circle of radius R. At length scales larger than R the theory is effectively three-dimensional. Its bosonic fields include k − 1 complex scalars, k − 1 periodic real scalars originating from Wilson lines of the four-dimensional photons along the compactified direction, and k − 1 periodic real scalars obtained by dualizing k − 1 threedimensional photons. All in all, the moduli space of the effective threedimensional theory is 4(k − 1)-dimensional. Its metric is required to be hyperkähler by supersymmetry.
Far from the origin of the Coulomb branch, the metric can be found by first flowing to the infrared in the four-dimensional theory, and then dimensionally reducing on a circle. This is possible because the low-energy effective theory in four-dimensions is free, and thus no renormalization group flow occurs upon compactification. The resulting moduli space is fibered over the moduli space of the four-dimensional theory by 2(k − 1)-dimensional tori. The metric on the fibers is flat, and thus the metric on the total space far along the Coulomb brancg has a U (1) 2k−2 isometry [28, 19] . As one moves towards the origin of the Coulomb branch, the form of the metric starts to deviate from this simple form. In particular, while the four-dimensional instantons respect the the U (1) 2k−2 isometry, the Euclidean BPS monopoles wrapping the compactified direction do not. These effects are exponentially small far along the Coulomb branch, but are very important near the origin. They tend to smooth out the singularities of the naive metric obtain by dimensional reduction.
From the above discussion it is clear that the asymptotic behavior of the metric on the moduli space of the compactified theory is determined by the 3 N = 2 GAUGE THEORIES COMPACTIFIED ON A CIRCLE 14 four-dimensional physics alone. If the four-dimensional theory is asymptotically free, or finite, the metric on the moduli space is locally flat at infinity. For the SU(k) gauge theory with n hypermultiplets this happens if 2k ≥ n. The interpretation of this restriction in terms of periodic monopoles will be explained below.
String Theory Picture
The relation between periodic monopoles and N = 2 gauge theories emerges if one embeds these gauge theories into string theory in a particular way, which we now explain. N = 2 SU(k) gauge theories can be realized in IIA string theory by suspending k D4-branes between two parallel NS5-branes. We shall assume that the NS5-branes' world-volume is along the 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 directions, and their positions in the 7, 8, 9 directions coincide. The NS5-brane with smaller (resp. larger) x 6 coordinate will be called the left (resp. right) NS5-brane. The k D4-branes are infinite in the 0, 1, 2, 3 directions and span a finite interval in the 6 direction. The two boundaries of the D4-brane worldvolume lie on the NS5-branes. The direction 3 will be assumed to be periodic with period 2πR. The world-volume theory on the D4-branes reduces in the infrared limit to the N = 2 SU(k) Yang-Mills theory on R 3 × S 1 , where x 0 , x 1 , x 2 are affine coordinates on R 3 and x 3 parametrizes S 1 . In order to obtain a theory with n fundamental hypermultiplets, one should add D4-branes parallel to the original k D4-branes but located outside the interval in x 6 where the latter are located. These D4-branes end on either left or right NS5-branes and extend to either x 6 = −∞ or x 6 = +∞. The two kinds of D4-branes will be called left and right semi-infinite D4-branes, respectively, and their numbers denoted n L and n R .
The world-volume theory on the k suspended D4-branes is now an N = 2 SU(k) gauge theory with n L + n R hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation. Their masses are given by n L + n R complex numbers which parametrize the positions of the semi-infinite D4-branes in the 45 plane. Since the direction 3 is periodic with period 2πR, the gauge theory is compactified on a circle of radius R.
In three dimensions the mass of the hypermultiplet is parametrized by three real numbers rather than by one complex one. The same is true about the four-dimensional theory on a circle, except that one of the three real mass parameters takes values in S 1 ∼ = R/Z rather than in R. Indeed, each hypermultiplet is associated with a global U(1) symmetry. Gauging this U(1) symmetry and letting the Wilson line of the corresponding photon along the compactified direction to be non-zero gives an effective mass to the threedimensional hypermuliplet. In the above string theory picture the global U(1) is identified with the U(1) gauge group of the semi-infinite D4-brane, and the extra mass parameter is associated with the possibility of turning on a Wilson line along x 3 for the corresponding photon. To interpret this brane configuration in terms of periodic monopoles, we perform T-duality along x 3 . The resulting configuration in Type IIB string theory consists of k D3-branes suspended between two NS5-branes, and n L + n R semi-infinite D3-brane ending on the NS5-branes. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NS5 x x x x x x D3 x x x x
In the limit of R → 0 the T-dual circle decompactifies and we end up with the Chalmers-Hanany-Witten brane configuration. As pointed out in [4] , in the worldvolume theory on the two NS5-branes the suspended D3-branes appear as monopoles in the SU(2) subgroup of U(2), while the semiinfinite D3-branes appear as Dirac U(1) monopoles minimally embedded in U(2). These monopoles live in the part of the NS5-branes' world-volume orthogonal to the D3-branes, namely in the 3, 4, 5 directions. In the remaining directions (0, 1, 2) of the NS5-brane worldvolume the gauge field configuration on the NS5-branes is translationally-invariant.
For R = 0 the only difference is that the direction 3 is compact. This means that suspended D3-branes and semi-infinite D3-branes are nonabelian and Dirac monopoles on R 2 × S 1 , respectively. It can be checked that a left semi-infinite D3-brane corresponds to a Dirac monopole with e i = +1, while a right semi-infinite D3-brane corresponds to a Dirac monopole with e i = −1. Thus we can identify n L = n + , n R = n − .
As in [4] , one can argue that the metric on the moduli space of the suspended D3-branes does not receive quantum corrections and thus is identical to the classical metric on the moduli space of k periodic monopoles with n = n L + n R singularities. On the other hand, this same metric must be the metric on the Coulomb branch of the N = 2 SU(k) gauge theory with n fundamental hypermultiplets.
Note that the monopole charge k is related to the rank of the gauge group of the N = 2 gauge theory. If we require the N = 2 gauge theory to be asymptotically free or finite, k must obey 2k ≥ n. In Section 2 we derived the same restriction on the monopole charge by analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the periodic monopole. One may wonder which assumption about monopoles corresponds to the requirement that the gauge theory be asymptotically free or finite. The answer is quite simple: we assumed that the periodic monopole configuration breaks the gauge group U(2) down to U(1) × U(1) for large |z|. This is reflected in the fact that the difference of the eigenvalues of the Higgs field either goes to infinity or approaches a finite non-zero limit for |z| → ∞. That is, the assumption of asymptotic freedom or finiteness is equivalent to the assumption of maximal symmetry breaking at infinity.
String theory picture can also be used to anticipate the result of Nahm transform applied to periodic monopoles. To this end we perform an Sduality and then a T-duality along the direction 3. The resulting brane configuration consists only of D4-branes. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 D4 x x x x x D4 x x x x x Such a configuration of D4-branes is described by Hitchin equations on a cylinder parametrized by x 3 and x 6 [20, 19] . The gauge group is SU(K), where the number K depends on n ± and k. We will see below that K = max(n + , n − , k).
Periodic U (m) Monopoles And N = 2 Gauge Theories
The relation between periodic U(2) monopoles with and without singularities and quantum N = 2 gauge theories can be extended to U(m) monopoles. Consider the following gauge theory: the gauge group is
, the matter consists of m − 2 hyper-multiplets in the representations
of the gauge group, n − hypermultiplets in the representation (k 1 , 1, . . . , 1), and n + hypermultiplets in the representation (1, . . . , 1, k m−1 ). For m = 2 this gauge theory reduces to the one studied in the previous section. Its string theory realization consists of m parallel NS5-branes along 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 separated in the x 6 direction, m − 1 stacks of D4-branes suspended between the successive NS5-branes such that the j th stack contains k j D4-branes, n − semi-infinite D4-branes ending on the right-most NS5-brane, and n + semiinfinite D4-branes ending on the left-most NS5-brane [31] .
Performing T-duality along the x 3 direction converts all the D4-branes into D3-branes. The resulting brane configuration in Type IIB string theory is identical to the one considered by Hanany and Witten [14] , except that the direction 3 is periodic. Since we have m NS5-branes, their worldvolume theory has gauge group U(m). The above brane configuration is represented in this worldvolume theory by a BPS monopole with a nonabelian charge (k 1 , . . . , k m−1 ) with n + +n − Dirac-type singularities of which n − have e i = −1 and n + have e i = +1 [14, 6, 8] . We conclude that the moduli space of a U(m) periodic monopole with n + singularities with e i = +1, n − singularities with e i = −1 and a nonabelian charge (k 1 , . . . , k m−1 ) is identical to the quantum Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory described above compactified on a circle. Performing S-duality and then T-dualizing x 3 again yields a configuration consisting solely of D4-branes. Such configurations have been studied in [20, 19] in the case when the direction 6 is periodic and k 1 = k 2 = . . . = k m−1 . The results of [20, 19] suggest that brane configurations of this type are described by SU(K) Hitchin equations on a cylinder, where K is some integer number. As explained below, Hitchin equations are related to periodic monopoles by means of the Nahm transform. The integer K will be determined to be max(n + , n − , k 1 , . . . , k m−1 ).
Nahm Transform
This section describes the Nahm transform for periodic U(2) monopoles with singularities, as well as certain algebro-geometric data associated to monopoles.
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Direct Nahm Transform
Given a periodic monopole (A, φ) with singularities we define a family of Dirac-type operators parametrized by a point (r, t) ∈ R × R/Z as follows.
With some abuse of terminology we shall refer to it as "the Dirac operator", and to the bundle S as "the spin bundle". We shall use a multi-valued complex coordinate s = r + it on R ×Ŝ 1 . It is important to know for which values of s the operator D is Fredholm. If both ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 are non-zero, then it is easy to see that D is Fredholm for all s ∈ R ×Ŝ 1 . If either ℓ 1 or ℓ 2 are zero, then one or both of the eigenvalues of the Higgs field stay finite for |z| → ∞. Depending on whether ℓ 1 = 0 or ℓ 2 = 0, this eigenvalue is equal to v 1 or v 2 . In this case D can fail to be Fredholm only if r = Res is equal to one of the finite eigenvalues, and at the same time t = Ims is equal to b 1 or b 2 . This can be stated more concisely by introducing a non-unitary connecton A − iφdχ, and letting V (z) to be its holonomy along the χ direction at a point z ∈ C. If both ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 are non-zero, the eigenvalues of V (z) do not approach a finite limit as z → ∞; if ℓ 1 = 0, ℓ 2 = 0, then one of the eigenvalues of V (z) approaches a finite limit w 1 = e v 1 +ib 1 ; if ℓ 1 = 0, ℓ 2 = 0, then one of the eigenvalues of V (z) approaches a finite limit w 2 = e v 2 +ib 2 ; if ℓ 1 = ℓ 2 = 0, then the eigenvalues of V (z) approach w 1 and w 2 . Let K be the set of points on R ×Ŝ 1 such that e 2πs is equal to one of the limiting eigenvalues of V (z). K consists of at most two distinct points. The operator D is Fredholm for s ∈ (R ×Ŝ 1 )\K because D † D has a mass gap. The Weitzenbock formula [5] implies that the operator D † D is positivedefinite on the space of functions of rapid decrease. It is also easy to see that all elements of the L 2 kernel of D must be decreasing rapidly at infinity for s / ∈ K, and therefore the L 2 kernel of D is empty for s / ∈ K. It follows that the L 2 kernel of D † is a vector bundle on (R ×Ŝ 1 )\K of rank −IndD. We denote this bundleÊ. We will show below that for a periodic monopole with singularities IndD = − max(n + , n − , k).
We now endowÊ with a unitary connectionÂ and a section of EndÊ. The space of all L 2 sections of S ⊗ E forms a trivial unitary bundle over R ×Ŝ 1 with a trivial connection. The bundle KerD † is a subbundle in it. Let P denote the orthogonal projector to KerD † . The induced connection on KerD † is given byÂ
The Higgs fieldφ ∈ Γ(EndÊ) is defined bŷ
A computation similar to Nahm's original computation shows [5] thatÂ and φ satisfy the Hitchin equations:
Thus to any periodic U(2) monopole with singularities we can associate a solution of Hitchin equations on a cylinder, with zero, one, or two points deleted, depending on the values of ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 .
Reformulation Of The Nahm Transform
Here we present a useful reformulation of the Nahm transform in which one can easily recognize its cohomological origin. The cohomological formulation of the Nahm transform is made explicit in [5] . If we want to solve the Dirac equation
we can do it in two steps. First, let us find a solution of the equation
whereθ 1 andθ 2 are L 2 sections of E. If we define a first-order differential operatorD
which acts from E⊕E to E, and letθ =θ 1 ⊕θ 2 ∈ Γ(E⊕E), then the above equation can be rewritten asD s 1θ = 0. Now let us define an operatorD s 0 which acts from E to E⊕E:
Bogomolny equations imply thatD s 1D s 0 = 0. Thus ifθ solves Eq. (32), then θ +D 0 ρ also solves Eq. (32) for any ρ ∈ Γ(E)).
In the second step, we look for ρ ∈ Γ(E) such thatθ +D 
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Monopole Spectral Data
An important role in the subsequent analysis is played by the spectral data, which are algebro-geometric data associated to every periodic monopole with singularities. To define the spectral data, consider the already familiar connection B = A − iφdχ and its holonomy V (z) around the circle S 1 parametrized by χ at a point z ∈ C ∼ = R 2 . V (z) is a section of a bundle obtained by restricting E to the plane χ = 0. This bundle has a natural holomorphic structure given by∂ A , and the Bogomolny equation ensures that V (z) is a holomorphic section [5] . Thus the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of V (z) are holomorphic functions of z, and the equation
defines a holomorphic curve in C × C * , where we identified C * with the cylinder R ×Ŝ 1 parametrized by s via the exponential map. This curve S will be called the monopole spectral curve. Since each point of the curve S corresponds to an eigenvalue of V (z), there is a well-defined sheaf M on S consisting of the eigenvectors of V (z). The stalk of M at a general point is one-dimensional. For a general monopole spectral curve is nonsingular, and the sheaf M is a line bundle [5] . The line bundle M has a natural holomorphic structure defined as follows. For s and z related by Eq. (37), a section of M is represented by a section θ of the bundle E satisfying
It is a holomorphic section of M if and only if
These two equations are consistent because of Bogomolny equations. We will call M the spectral line bundle, and the pair (S, M) the monopole spectral data.
Hitchin Spectral Data
To every solution of Hitchin equations on C * ∼ = R ×Ŝ 1 one can also associate a holomorphic curve C and a sheaf N on it. The equation of the curve is the 
It defines a holomorphic curve in C × C * becauseφ is a holomorphic section ofÊ by virtue of the Hitchin equations. The sheaf N is the sheaf of eivenvectors ofφ(s). If the curve C is nonsingular, then N is a line bundle [5] . The holomorphic structure on N is defined as follows: a section ψ of N is holomorphic if and only if
Since ∂s −iÂs commutes withφ, this definition is consistent. The pair (C, N) is called the Hitchin spectral data.
Coincidence Of The Spectral Data
To any periodic monopole we can thus associate two kinds of spectral data: the monopole spectral data, and the Hitchin spectral data of its Nahm transform. A fact of paramount importance is that these two kinds of spectral data coincide. In [5] we proved this for periodic monopoles without singularities, but the argument applies to the present case just as well. Below we sketch the construction of the isomorphism between the two kinds of spectral data. Suppose that a point (ζ, e 2πσ ) belongs to the spectral curve C ⊂ C × C * . If Θ represents a holomorphic section of N, it satisfieŝ
and
From the point of view of Nahm transform, Θ is a zero mode of D † twisted by σ. As explained above, we can also think of Θ as a sectionθ ∈ Γ(E⊕E) satisfyingD 
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The statement that the holomorphic lines bundles M and N are isomorphic means that the condition
on ψ is equivalent to imposing the condition (43) on Θ.
Index Computation
Let us now justify the claim that IndD = − max(n + , n − , k). The operator D is a Callias-type, or Dirac-Schroedinger, operator. There are a number of index theorems for these kind of operators which express IndD in terms of Chern classes of the eigenbundles of the Higgs field on the boundary. Unfortunately, none of this theorems applies to the present situation, as they usually do not allow for singularities of the fields. Instead of using this direct approach, we will give two indirect arguments which show that IndD = − max(n + , n − , k). The first argument uses the fact that the monopole spectral curve coincides with the Hitchin spectral curve. By definition of the Nahm transform, −IndD = rankÊ, which in turn is equal to the number of times the Hitchin spectral curve covers the w-plane. On the other hand, it is shown in the next section that the monopole spectral curve has the form A(z)w 2 − B(z)w + C(z) = 1, where w = e 2πs , and A(z), B(z), and C(z) are polynomials of degree n − , k, and n + , respectively. This curve covers the w-plane max(n + , n − , k) times, which proves our statement.
The second argument uses a reformulation of the Nahm transform presented in subsection 4.2. It provides some information on the spatial structure of the zero modes of D † . Consider a complex of sheaves of vector spaces
where the sections of E are assumed to be rapidly decaying. The value of σ is arbitrary, except that we require σ / ∈ K. As shown in Section 4.2, H 1 (K σ ) is naturally isomorphic to KerD † twisted by s = σ. It remains to compute the dimension of H 1 (K σ ). To this end consider another complex of sheaves:
−−→ E| z=ζ → 0,
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where rest. is the restriction map, and E| z=ζ is concentrated on the circle z = ζ. This complex is not exact; nevertheless it leads to a long exact sequence inD σ -cohomology [5] :
This exact sequence implies that the dimension of H 1 (K σ ) is equal to the number of points at which the spectral curve intersects the line s = σ. Using the explicit form of the monopole spectral curve, one can easily see that this number is equal to max(n + , n − , k).
Boundary Conditions For Hitchin data
General Remarks
The boundary conditions on the Hitchin data will be determined mainly by studying the monopole spectral curve. It has the general form
The functions b(z) = Tr V (z, 2π) and c(z) = det V (z, 2π) are known to be holomorphic on C\{z 1 , . . . , z n }. We now show that they are rational functions.
Using the known asymptotic behavior of φ and A near the singularities, we compute that c(z) has a simple zero at z = z i if e i = +1 and a simple pole if e i = −1. As for b(z), it has a simple pole at z = z i if e i = −1 and is regular if e i = 1. Thus b(z) and c(z) are meromorphic on C.
Using the known asymptotic behavior of φ and A at infinity, we obtain the following asymptotic formulas for b(z) and c(z) for z → ∞:
Hence b(z) and c(z) are meromorphic on P 1 , i.e. rational functions on C. Moreover, the above information about the poles of b(z) and c(z) implies
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where
and B(z) is a polynomial of degree k. Thus the monopole spectral curve can be rewritten in the following form
It is understood here that the points (w, z) on the curve satisfying A(z) = 0 must be deleted. It is important to note that the known asymptotics of b(z) and c(z) determine the leading and the next-to-leading coefficients of B(z) in terms of the monopole parameters. For example, the leading coefficient of
The precise expression for the next-to-leading coefficient will not be needed here. The remaining k−2 coefficients of B(z) are the moduli of the monopole. In [31] it was shown that the curve (47) is the Seiberg-Witten curve for the N = 2, d = 4 gauge theory with gauge group SU(k) and n fundamental hypermultiplets. The masses of the hypermultiplets are the zeros of A(z) and C(z), which from the monopole point of view are just the positions of the Dirac-type singularities. The reason for this "coincidence" was explained in Section 3.
We proved in Section 4 that the Hitchin spectral curve is identical to the monopole spectral curve. We now use the form of the spectral curve to determine the asymptotic behavior of the Hitchin data. The results depend on the relative magnitude of the numbers k, n + , n − . There are seven possible cases to consider. But note that the substitution φ → −φ χ → −χ leaves the Bogomolny equation invariant and in terms of the spectral curve maps w to 1/w leaving z invariant. Thus this map interchanges n + and n − , and without loss of generality we may assume that n − ≤ k. This leaves us with four cases to consider.
The case n
The rank ofÊ is n + = k. The set K ⊂ R ×Ŝ 1 consists of a single point w = w 2 = e v 2 . Thus we need to understand the behavior ofÂ andφ for |r| → ∞, as well as near w = w 2 .
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We begin with the region of large |r|. The spectral curve equation implies that the eigenvalues ofφ for r → +∞ (w → ∞) asymptote to a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n − , e
where ω p = e 2πi/p , and a 1 , . . . , a n − are the roots of A(z). For r → −∞ (w → 0) the n + eigenvalues ofφ(s) are all distinct and approach the n + roots of C(z).
To determine the behavior ofÂ, note first that the curvature ofÂ goes to zero for large |r| [5] . Indeed, the computations in [5] imply that
where P is the projector onto the kernel of D † . Now, it is easy to see that the L 2 norm of the Green's function of D † D is bounded from above by const/|r| 3/2 , and so is the norm of FÂ. Since FÂ goes to zero at least as fast as 1/|r| 3/2 ,Â has well-defined limiting holonomies aroundŜ 1 for r → ±∞.
Since Hitchin equations relate FÂ and [φ,φ
† ], we see that [φ,φ † ] goes to zero for large |r|, and therefore in this limit the eigenvectors ofφ become orthogonal. Furthermore, since for r → −∞ the eigenvalues ofφ approach constants, in this limit the holonomy ofÂ becomes diagonal in the basis of the eigenvectors ofφ.
It is possible to find the eigenvalues of the limiting holonomy by analyzing the Nahm transform in more detail. Instead we will use a shortcut. As explained in the next section, the Nahm transform admits an inverse. The inverse Nahm transform involves finding the kernel of a family of Diractype operatorD x parametrized by a point x = (z, χ) ∈ R 2 × S 1 . The fields A(x), φ(x) are expressed through the overlaps of the zero-modes ofD
x . It will be seen thatD x can fail to be Fredholm only when exp(iχ) coincides with one of the eigenvalues of the limiting holonomies ofÂ, and z coincides with the corresponding limiting eigenvalue ofφ. For all other values of x = (z, χ), the operatorD x is Fredholm, and the fields A(x), φ(x) are nonsingular. We already know that the limiting eigenvalues ofφ for r → −∞ are precisely the z-coordinates of the singularities with e i = +1. Hence the limiting eigenvalues ofÂ must be the χ-coordinates of these singularities. Thus, if we denote these χ-coordinates by χ n − +1 , . . . , χ n , the holonomy ofÂ in the basis of the , . . . , e iχn ).
Now let us find the limiting holonomy ofÂ for r → +∞. Note that the Hitchin equations together with the limiting behavior of the eigenvalues ofφ imply that in the basis of the eigenvectors ofφ the limiting holonomy is
where β 1 , . . . , β n − ,α 1 ∈ R/(2πZ), and V p is p × p "shift" matrix given by
The "shift" matrix appears because k −n − of the limiting eigenvalues ofφ are cyclically permuted as one goes aroundŜ 1 . Note also thatα 1 takes values in R/(2πZ) because a shiftα 1 →α 1 + 2πm, m ∈ Z, can be undone by a gauge transformation.
It remains to determine β 1 , . . . , β n − andα 1 . The first n + eigenvalues of the limiting holonomy are associated with the eigenvalues ofφ which become constant in the limit r → +∞. Using the same shortcut as above, we find that β i is equal to χ i , the χ-coordinate of the i th singularity with e i = −1. We will discuss how to expressα 1 in terms of the parameters of the monopole in the end of this subsection. Now let us determine the behavior ofÂ andφ near the point w = w 2 . From the spectral curve equation it is easy to see that the function z(w) considered as a meromorphic function on the curve has a simple pole at w = w 2 = exp(v 2 ) with residue e v 2 µ 2 . This implies that the Higgs fieldφ behaves asφ
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log w 2 , and R is a rank-one matrix whose non-zero eigenvalue is e v 2 µ 2 . Now let us show that [R, R † ] = 0. To this end it is sufficient to demonstrate that [φ,φ † ] grows at most as 1/|s −s 2 | in the limit s → s 2 . To estimate the norm of this commutator, note that by virtue of Hitchin equations and (49) we have
Now the required estimate on the commutator follows from a simple estimate of the L 2 norm of (D † D) −1 . Having determined the behavior ofφ near s = s 2 , we now turn toÂ. Our strategy will be the following. Specifying a unitary connectionÂ is equivalent to specifying a holomorphic structure onÊ, as well as a Hermitian metric onÊ. In particular, the behavior ofÂ near s = s 2 is determined by the rate of growth of holomorphic sections ofÊ near s = s 2 . As a basis of holomorphic sections we will use the eigenvectors ofφ. They can be reinterpreted as holomorphic sections of the spectral line bundle. Their norm can be estimated using the "cohomological" reformulation of Nahm transform described in Section 4.2. The same strategy was used in [3] to study the Nahm transform of instantons on R 2 × T 2 , and we will make use of some of the results of that paper.
An important role in this argument is played by the holomorphic isomorphism of the spectral line bundles M and N whose construction we now recall. Let (ζ, e 2πσ ) be the coordinates of a point on the spectral curve C. In the neighourhood of σ = s 2 ζ has a simple pole as a function of σ, ζ ∼ 1/(σ −s 2 ). If Θ is a vector in the fiber of the spectral line bundle over the point (ζ, e 2πσ ), thenφ (σ)Θ = ζΘ.
The fact that ζ diverges for σ → s 2 means that Θ is an eigenvector of φ, unique up to a multiple, whose eigenvalue diverges in this limit. Let θ be the corresponding class inD-cohomology, as described in Section 4.5. This implies
for some ψ ζ (z, χ) ∈ Γ(E). Then ψ ζ (ζ, χ) is an element in the fiber M → S, and the isomorphism between M and N identifies it with Θ. Now let us start varying σ so that Θ(σ) is a holomorphic section of the spectral line bundle.
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This is equivalent to saying that the section ψ ζ (ζ, χ) is holomorphic with respect to∂ A , i.e.
(∂ζ − iAζ)ψ ζ (ζ, χ) = 0.
From the asymptotics of A we infer that when ζ tends to infinity the norm of such a section behaves as |ζ| −n−α 2 /(2π) with an integer n. Since M and N are holomorphically equivalent, the corresponding Θ is going to satisfy (∂σ − iÂσ)Θ(σ) = 0. For any µ(z, χ) ∈ Γ(E) we can replace ψ ζ (z) with ψ ζ (z) + (z − ζ)µ(z, χ) without spoiling the holomorphicity condition (54). If we define a representativeθ of the class Θ by θ ζ (z) =D 0 ψ ζ (z)/(z − ζ) such a change of ψ ζ will changeθ ζ byD 0 µ. As explained in Section 4.2, fromθ ζ we can construct an L 2 solution of the Dirac equation D † θ σ = 0:
The norm of Θ σ is defined to be the L 2 norm of θ σ . Now we use Lemma 7.5 of [3] to estimate this norm:
Thus the norm of θ σ is bounded from above by a multiple of |σ − s 2 | −1+n+α 2 /(2π) . In a similar manner one can estimate the norms of the holomorphic sections which correspond to the eigenvalues ofφ which stay finite in the limit s → s 2 . We find that their norms remain bounded. Now we are ready to determine the behavior ofÂ near the singularity. Since the norms of all holomorphic sections grow not faster than powers of |σ − s 2 |,Â must have a simple pole at this point:
The residue Q must satisfy [Q, Q † ] = 0, for the same reasons as the residue ofφ. Furthermore, it must satisfy [Q † , R] = 0 for the equation∂Âφ = 0 to be satisfied. Thus it is possible to choose a basis in the fiber ofÊ over s = s 2 such that both Q and R are diagonal. The above estimates on the norm of
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holomorphic eigenvectors ofφ then imply that the eigenvalues of Q restricted to Ker R are zero, and therefore Q is a rank-one matrix. It is easy to see that by a gauge transformation one can make the single non-zero eigenvalue of Q to be purely imaginary. We will denote this purely imaginary number by iα 2 /(4π). Further gauge transformations can shiftα 2 by multiples of 2π, so we should regardα 2 as taking values in R/(2πZ).
It remains to understand how the parametersα 1 andα 2 depend on the monopole parameters. Since Tr FÂ = 0, we can obtain a relation between various limiting holonomies ofÂ by integrating this equation overX and using the Stockes' theorem:
This equation leaves the individual values ofα 1 andα 2 undetermined. We conjecture thatα 1 = α 1 andα 2 = α 2 . One piece of evidence in favor of this is that the relation (57) is automatically satisfied due to (21) . More compelling evidence is provided by our estimate of the rate of growth of holomorphic sections ofÊ near the point s = s 2 . We found that the sections in the image of Q are bounded from above by a multiple of |s − s 2 | −1+n+α 1 /(2π) , where n is an integer. If this bound were saturated, the equality α 1 =α 1 would follow. Thenα 2 = α 2 would also follow by combining (57) and (21).
5.3
The case n − < k > n + The rank ofÊ is k. The set K is empty, i.e. the Hitchin data are non-singular for all s. The fact that φ is non-singular can be seen from the spectral curve equation
If k > n ± , then the roots of this polynomial equation in z have no singularities as functions of w ∈ C * . The spectral curve equation implies that for r → +∞ the asymptotics of the eigenvalues ofφ are given by Eq.(48). The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues ofφ for r → −∞ is analogous:
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where c 1 , . . . , c n + are the roots of C(z). Note that all eigenvalues ofφ either approach a constant value, or grow exponentially with |r|.
Since the curvature ofÂ decays as |r| −3/2 for large |r|,Â has well-defined limiting holonomies aroundŜ 1 . The same reasoning as in the previous subsection implies that in the basis of the eigenvectors ofφ the limiting holonomy for r → +∞ must have the form
where χ i , i = 1, . . . , n − , are the χ-coordinates of the singularites with e i = −1, andα 1 ∈ R/(2πZ). For r → −∞ the limiting holonomy in the basis of the eigenvectors of φ is given by
where χ n − +1 , . . . , χ n − +n + are the χ-coordinates of the singularities with e i = +1, andα 2 ∈ R/(2πZ). It remains to express the parametersα 1 ,α 2 through the parameters of the monopole. The Stockes' theorem again implies (57), but leaves the individual values ofα 1 ,α 2 undetermined. We conjecture that in factα 1 = α 1 and α 2 = α 2 . The main evidence in favor of this conjecture is the upper bound on the rate of growth of holomorphic sections for r → ±∞. For example, consider the limit r → +∞. The bundleÊ has a subbundle spanned by the eigenvectors ofφ with diverging eigenvalues. The rank of this subbundle is k − n − . Let L be its top exterior power. L is a line bundle which inherits fromÊ a holomorphic structure, as well as a Hermitian inner product. It is easy to see that holomorphic sections of this bundle grow as e r(2πn−α 1 ) , where n ∈ Z, for r → +∞. On the other hand, one can estimate the rate of growth using the coincidence of the spectral data, as in subsection 5.2, and get that the holomorphic sections of L are bounded by e r(2πn−α 1 ) , n ∈ Z. If the bound is saturated, thenα 1 = α 1 , and consequentlyα 2 = α 2 .
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5.4 The case n − < k < n + The rank of the Hitchin system is n + . The set K is empty, i.e. the Hitchin data are defined everywhere on the cylinder. It follows from the spectral curve equation that for r → −∞ the eigenvalues ofφ approach the n + roots of C(z). The same argument as in the case n − < k = n + shows that the limiting holonomy ofÂ in the basis of the eigenvectors ofφ is given by Eq. (50).
The spectral curve equation also implies that for r → +∞ n − of eigenvalues ofφ(s) approach a 1 , . . . , a n − , n + − k of them asymptote to the n + − k roots of
and k − n − of them asymptote to k − n − roots of
The limiting holonomy ofÂ at r → +∞ in the basis of the eigenvectors ofφ is given by
whereα 1 ,α 2 ∈ R/(2πZ). Stockes' theorem again yields (57). We conjecture thatα 1 = α 1 ,α 2 = α 2 , for the same reason as in the previous case.
The case n
The bundleÊ has rank k. The set K consists of two points given by w = w 1 = e v 1 and w = w 2 = e v 2 . For r → +∞ the eigenvalues ofφ(s) approach the roots of A(z), while for r → −∞ they approach the roots of C(z). The limiting holonomies ofÂ are well-defined and are given by (50) for r → −∞ and by diag(e iχ 1 , e iχ 2 , . . . , e iχn − ). for r → +∞.
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The analysis of the singularities at w = w 1,2 is the same as in the case n − < k = n + . For either of the singular points one of the eigenvalues ofφ has a simple pole. The residue is equal to µ 1 e v 1 for w = w 1 and to µ 2 e v 2 for w = w 2 . Together with the estimate ||FÂ|| ≤ const/|w − w i |, this implies thatφ behaves asφ
where R i is a rank-one matrix whose only non-zero eigenvalue is µ i e v i , and which satisfies [R i , R † i ] = 0. As for the connection, similar arguments show that it behaves asÂ
where Q i is a rank-one matrix satisfying [Q † i , R i ] = 0. The only non-zero eigenvalue of Q i can be made purely imaginary by a gauge transformation and will be denoted iα i /(4π). Stockes' theorem implies the relation (57), as before. The estimate of the rate of growth of the holomorphic sections ofÊ near the points s = s i suggests that in factα i = α i , i = 1, 2.
In the case n − = k = n + Nahm transform for periodic monopoles resembles very much Nahm transform for doubly-periodic instantons studied in [18] . Recall that doubly-periodic instantons are solutions of the U(2) selfduality equation on R 2 ×T 2 with finite action and vanishing first Chern class. Their Nahm transform is described by solutions of the Hitchin equations on a torus with two punctures [20, 19, 18] . The behavior ofÂ andφ at the punctures is the same as above. The rank of the Hitchin bundle is given by the second Chern class of the instanton bundle on R 2 × T 2 . Nahm data for periodic monopoles can be regarded as a limiting case of Nahm data for doubly-periodic instantons. The cylinder R ×Ŝ 1 can be regarded as a degeneration of the torus of [18] . For example, if the torus is realized as a quotient of C by the lattice generated by 1 and τ , one can consider the limit Imτ → +∞. The positions of the punctures should be held fixed in this limit. The nonabelian monopole charge k corresponds to the instanton number.
One can see the reason for this by looking at the monopole side of the story. The case k = n + = n − is special in that the eigenvalues of the monopole Higgs field φ approach constants at infinity. Now recall that the Bogomolny equation is a reduction of the self-duality equation to three dimensions. Thus a periodic monopole can be regarded as an instanton on 
where ψ : Y → X is the natural projection. The connectionÃ is self-dual for any k and n ± , but the case k = n + = n − is special, because only in this case the large-|z| behavior ofÃ is that of a doubly-periodic instanton as defined in [18] . Of course, unlike in [18] , ourÃ has singularities for z = z i , χ = χ i . The origin of these singularities can be understood by analyzing how the limiting procedure described above affects the instantons. A doubly-periodic U(2) instanton with charge 1 can be regarded as made of two "monopole" constituents. Each constituent has a fixed size, so its moduli describe its position on R 2 ×T 2 . Thus a charge 1 instanton has 8-dimensional moduli space. (This interpretation of an instanton as a combination of two monopoles also arises for calorons, i.e. instantons on R 3 × S 1 , see [22] for details.) The sizes of the two constituents are determined by the asymptotic behavior of the components of A along the T 2 and need not be the same. In particular, one can take a limit in which the size of one of the constituents goes to zero, while the size of the other one stays finite. A point-like consitituent monopole is nothing but a Dirac-type singularity on R 2 ×T 2 of the kind considered in this paper. Thus for k = n − = n + periodic monopoles with singularities can be obtained as a limit of doubly-periodic U(2) instantons with instanton charge k.
The degeneration of a doubly-periodic instanton into a periodic monopole with singularities can be easily seen by slightly modifying the brane configuration discussed in Section 3. A doubly-periodic U(2) instanton of charge k is described by a brane configuration with k D3-branes and 2 NS5-branes, but with the x 6 direction compactified on a circle. As described in Section 3, a D3-brane can end on the NS5-brane, and therefore each D3-brane breaks into two segments suspended between the NS5-branes and capable of moving independently. These suspended segments represent the consituent monopoles. The size of a constituent is inversely proporional to the length of the segment. In order to obtain a charge k periodic monopole with 2k singularities one has to take the limit in which the NS5-branes are very close together, so that half of the segments are much longer than the other half.
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Inverse Nahm Transform
In this section we construct and study the inverse Nahm transform which associates a periodic monopole with singularities to a solution of Hitchin equations on (R ×Ŝ 1 )\K with the spectral curve and asymptotic behavior described in Section 5.
Construction Of The Monopole Fields
LetÂ,φ be a solution of Hitchin equations with rank(E) = K. We will use these data to define a family of Dirac-type operators parametrized by a point (z, χ) ∈ C × S 1 . Letâ = −χdt be a unitary connection on a trivial line bundle on R ×Ŝ 1 . We define a Dirac type-operator fromÊ⊕Ê toÊ⊕Ê bŷ
Now let us assume thatÂ andφ satisfy the kind of boundary conditions described in Section 5. Standard arguments show thatD can fail to be Fredholm only if z is equal to one of the asymptotic eigenvalues ofφ and e iχ is equal to the corresponding eigenvalue of the limiting holonomy ofÂ. (We remind that the boundary conditions of Section 5 imply that the holonomy ofÂ in the limit |r| → ∞ preserves all the eigenvectors ofφ corresponding to finite limiting eigenvalues and permutes the rest of the eigenvectors.) Let us denote the set of such points of C × S 1 by M. Obviously, M a finite set whose cardinality does not exceed 2K.
The Weitzenbock formula [5] implies that the L 2 kernel ofD is trivial, therefore KerD † is a vector bundle on R 2 × S 1 of rank −IndD. It is a subbundle of a trivial infinite-dimensional bundle on R 2 ×S 1 whose fiber consists of all L 2 sections ofÊ⊕Ê. The latter bundle has a natural Hermitian inner product. LetP be the corresponding projector to KerD † . We define a connection A on E = KerD † by
We define a Higgs field φ ∈ Γ(End(E)) by
where w = e 2πs , and A(z) is a polynomial of degree n − , C(z) is a polynomial of degree n + . If we denote by k the degree of B(z), then it is easy to see that the rank of the Hitchin system K is max(n + , n − , k). Moreover, analyzing the four possible boundary conditions forφ, one can easily see that 2k ≥ n + +n − , and if one normalizes the leading coefficient of A(z) to be one, then the leading coefficient of C(z) is e where ℓ 1 = k − n − , ℓ 2 = n + − k.
We now use these properties of the spectral curve to find the behavior of φ and A for large |z| as well as near the points of M.
To analyze the behavior for |z| → ∞, note the following formula for the components of curvature of A [5] :
It is easy to see that the L 2 norm of (D †D ) −1 is bounded from above by a multiple of 1/|z|. Hence the components of curvature decay at least as fast as that, and then the Bogomolny equation implies that the covariant differential of φ goes to zero for |z| → ∞. It follows that for large |z| the eigenvalues of φ are independent of χ, and furthermore that the eigenvalues of V (z) factorize into the eigenvalues of the holonomy of A and the eigenvalues of e 2πφ(z,χ) . Thus the behavior of the eigenvalues of φ for large |z| can be read off the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of V (z), which are encoded in the spectral curve. One can easily see that this yields (6) with ℓ 1 = k − n − and ℓ 2 = n + − k.
The behavior of A for large |z| can be inferred from Theorem 10.5 of [17] about the behavior of solutions of the Bogomolny equation. (There the theorem is stated for the Bogomolny equation on R 3 , but the proof goes through for R 2 × S 1 as well). This theorem asserts that if the difference between the eigenvalues of the Higgs field is bounded from below for |z| → ∞, then d A φ is proportional to φ with exponential accuracy. Thus, up to corrections of order exp(−δ|z|), δ > 0, the connection A preserves the splitting of E into 6 INVERSE NAHM TRANSFORM 38 the eigenbundles of φ. Hence if we use the eigenvectors of φ as the orthonormal frame of E, the U(2) Bogomolny equation splits into a pair of decoupled U(1) Bogomolny equations. Solving the rank-one Bogomolny equation for A we find that the asymptotic behavior of A is given by (9) with some α 1 , α 2 . One can also check that (7) is satisfied.
We now turn to the behavior of φ and A near the points of M. Recall that their z-coordinates are given by the roots of A(z) and C(z), while their χ coordinates are given by the corresponding limiting eigenvalues of the holonomy ofÂ. From the spectral curve equation we see that near such a point z = z i one of the eigenvalues of V (z) either diverges as (z − z i ) −1 , or goes to zero as z − z i . Obviously, this can happen only if the Higgs field φ becomes singular at z = z i , χ = χ i .
To determine the nature of the singularity, we first estimate how fast F A and φ can grow near the singular point. It is easy to show that the norm of (D †D ) −1 is bounded by a multiple of 1/r 2 i , where r i is the distance to the singular point. By (70), the same is true about the norm of F A . Further, one can show that for sufficiently small r i all the elements of KerD † are bounded by a multiple of exp(−|r|r i ). (This is due to the exponential decay of the Green's function (D †D ) −1 .) Then from the definition of φ one can easily see that ||φ|| ≤ const r i .
In the appendix we prove that any solution of the U(2) Bogomolny equation with such a singularity has the following form:
Here h(x) is a U(2)-valued function defined in the neigborhood of the singular point, m 1 , m 2 are integers, and φ 0 (r) and A 0 (x) have been defined in Section 2. The idea of the proof is to lift the monopole to an instanton on the Taub-NUT space with a point deleted, use the Uhlenbeck compactification
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theorem to show that the instanton can be continued to the deleted point, and then project the instanton back to three dimensions. Using these formulas for A and φ it is straighforward to compute V (z) near a singular point and compare with what the spectral curve predicts. The results match if and only if one of the m i is zero, and the other one is 1 or −1, depending on whether z i is a root of A(z) or C(z). This completes the demonstration that the inverse Nahm transform produces a periodic monopole with singularities out of any solution of Hitchin equations with the boundary conditions as in Section 5.
Nahm Transform For Periodic U (m)
Monopoles
